




Players: 2 to 6
Age: 12+

Average Playtime: 20 minutes

They are all here: the Monsters and the Villains, 
ready to bite and stab and catch lost sheep...

Who will survive? Who will betray their friends? 
Who will be the evil creatures hiding in the 
dark? And most importantly, which Villain will 
manage to Slash the most? 

Welcome to Slasher, the game where you play 
both sides of a horror film!
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Objective

The goal of the game is to play Villain cards to 
score points every round. The first player to ac-
cumulate 20 Points wins the game.

You can adjust the length of the game by chang-
ing the value of the goal -- try 30 Points for a 
longer game, or 10 Points for a shorter one.

Description of a Round

The game is divided into rounds. At the end of a 
round, if no one has won the game, the players 
start a new round.

When starting a new round, shuffle all the Vil-
lains (except those kept by players - see SLASH! 
below) and distribute one to every player. Then, 
shuffle all the Actor and Action cards together 
and distribute 6 of those to every player.

A round is divided into two phases: the Setting 



Up phase and the SLASH! Phase. 

Setting Up

During this phase, players play their Actor and 
Action cards, one after another. 

For the first round, the first player is decided 
randomly between players. Afterwards, the first 
player is the one with the highest score. If two 
players share the same highest score, the first 
player is the one who scored the most points in 
the last round. If there’s still a tie, decide the 
first player randomly among the players with 
the highest score.

Starting from the first player and going clock-
wise, each player plays one card (Actor or Ac-
tion), until everyone has only one Actor or Action 
card in hand. Each player should end the Setting 
Up phase with one Actor or Action card in hand.



Actor Cards

An Actor card is played simply by putting it on 
the table. Actors are shared by all players. An 
Actor can be placed alone or can band with 
other Actors already on the table. You can’t 
move already-placed Actors when playing 
an Actor card, but you can choose if it will be 
played alone or band with a Group.

An Actor card alone on the table is called a 
Lonely Actor. Otherwise, several Actors togeth-
er make a Group.

Action Cards

Action cards are used to alter the existing 
Groups or Lonely Actors. When you play an Ac-
tion card, you don’t add an Actor to the table, 
but you do change the placement of already-
played Actors.

When you play an Action card, do as written on 
the text of the card, if possible, and then dis-



card the Action card. If, for any reason, doing 
as written isn’t possible (if there aren’t enough 
Actor cards on the table, for example), don’t do 
anything and simply discard the Action card. 
You have to do as written if possible; you can’t 
choose not to use the effect of the Action card 
if you play it.

SLASH!

When all players have played until they have 
only one Actor or Action card in hand, the 
SLASH! Phase begins.

The SLASH! Phase is divided into parts. First, all 
of the players decide at the same time if every 
one of them want to play Villain cards. Each 
player can decide to play one, more than one, 
or none of their Villain cards. The players count 
to 3, and at 3, every player puts face down the 
Villain card or cards they intend to play. 

Then, every player turns their Villain card or 
cards face up. Starting from the lowest initia-



tive value (the number shown in the top right 
corner) and going up from there, Villain cards 
are played one after another. 

When a Villain card is played, the player who 
played it checks if the conditions for the Villain 
to Slash are met. If they are, the player Slashes 
Actors on the table according to the text on the 
Villain card and scores as many points as Ac-
tors Slashed. Keep note of the scores -- they are 
added up every round for every player. 

Slashed Actors are discarded. It means other 
Villains won’t be able to Slash them. The played 
Villain card is also discarded. 

Sometimes, a Villain is not able to Slash any 
Actors because the conditions are not met – 
most of the time because the Actors the Villain 
intended to Slash were already removed. In this 
case the Villain walks away, ashamed, and the 
Villain card is discarded.

When all Villain cards face up are played, every 



player discards the last Actor or Action card they 
haven’t played. Players keep their unplayed Vil-
lain cards, although they still draw another Vil-
lain on the next round. This means the players 
can have more than one Villain card in their 
hand. At any time, if a player has more than 3 
Villain cards in hand, they must discard as many 
cards as needed to have 3 Villain cards in hand. 
If you’re playing with 5 or 6 players, this maxi-
mum is lowered to 2 cards.

Gather all the Actor and Action cards along with 
the unkept Villains and prepare for a new round!

End game

At the end of every round, check to see if any 
player has reached a score of 20 (or 30 or 10 
if you decided on a longer or shorter game) by 
adding the scores they got in all of the rounds 
they played. If no one has, gather all discarded 
cards and prepare for a new round! 



If more than one player reaches the winning 
score in the same round, the winner is the one 
with the best score. If several players end the 
game with the same best score, they all win!

The Villains

The Mutant (Initiative: 5)
Slashes one Actor. Then, you may play your last 
Action or Actor card

First, the Mutant Slashes any Actor on the 
board, Lonely Actor or part of a group. Then, the 
player who played the Mutant may play their 6th 
Action or Actor card in hand, if they want.

The Doctor (Initiative: 10)
Slashes a group with only consecutive values.

He can Slash a group only (not a Lonely Actor). 
All cards in the group must be consecutive. If 
there are two cards of the same value, or if 
there’s a hole in the sequence of values, the 
Slash isn’t valid. 



The Zombie (Initiative: 15)
Slash one Lonely Actor and one group with a 
size equal to the value of the Lonely Actor

The Zombies must Slash exactly one Lonely Ac-
tor and one group. The chosen group must have 
exactly the same size as the value of the Lonely 
Actor. You can’t choose a Lonely Actor with a 
value of 1 and Slash another Lonely Actor. 
For example, the Zombies can Slash a Lonely 
Actor with a value of 3 and a group with 3 cards 
in it.

The Alien (Initiative: 20)
Slashes all Lonely Actors.
The Alien Slashes Lonely Actors only; it can nev-
er Slash Actors in groups.

The Werewolf (Initiative: 30)
Slashes Actors in multiple groups in a sequen-
tial order.
The Werewolf Slashes one sequence of values, 
each card of the sequence in a different Group. 



The size of the sequence must be exactly 3. For 
example, the Werewolf can Slash an Actor with 
a value of 1 in a group A, then an Actor with a 
value of 2 in a group B, then an Actor with a 
value of 3 in a group C.
The Werewolf can never Slash a Lonely Actor. 
Slashed Actors must be in Groups.

The Doll (Initiative: 40)
Slashes a group with exactly 5 Actors.

The Doll Slashes one Group and one Group only. 
The Slashed Group must have a size of precisely 
5 Actor cards.

The Psycho (Initiative: 60)
Slashes a group where there are only two val-
ues.

The Group must contain only two different val-
ues. Multiple Actors in the Group may share the 
same value. For example, a Group with three 
cards with the value 5 and two cards with the 
value 4 is valid.



The Clown (Initiative: 90)
Slashes a group with four different colors.

Four different colors must be present in the 
Slashed Group. Multiple Actors in the group may 
share the same color.

The MasterMind (Initiative: 105)
Scores 2 points for every other player who 
Slashed this turn, only if every other player suc-
cessfully Slashed this turn.

If one or more players decided not to Slash, or 
if one or more players scored no points during 
the Slash phase, the Mastermind scores no 
points. During the Slash phase, all players are 
supposed to decide to Slash at the same time; 
it is not possible to wait and see if other players 
decide to Slash before you decide on playing the 
Mastermind.



Actions

“Oh no! Not her!”
Move one Actor

Take one Actor on the table and move it. You 
can either take an Actor from an existing Group 
or a Lonely Actor, and put it back on the table so 
that it joins an existing Group, joins a Lonely Ac-
tor to form a Group, or is now alone as a Lonely 
Actor.

“Regroup in the Basement!”
Gather two groups or Lonely Actors into one 
group

You can take either two whole Groups, two 
Lonely Actors, or one whole Group and one 
Lonely Actor, and gather them to form a new 
Group. You cannot take only part of a Group; 
you must move all Actors in the Group at once.



“Let’s split up!”
Split one group into two groups or Lonely Actors

Take an existing Group on the table and split 
it into two, either as two new Groups, as one 
Group and one Lonely Actor, or as two Lonely 
Actors. Splitted Groups and Lonely Actors can-
not join other existing Groups or Lonely Actors 
on this turn.

“Take my spot!”
Switch the position of two Actors.

Take one Actor from anywhere on the table, ei-
ther from an existing Group or a Lonely Actor, 
and switch its position with another Actor, which 
can also be in an existing Group or a Lonely Ac-
tor.

Actors

“Extra” (x2)
This card can be used as a card of any value 
and any color



This card is played as any other Actor. During 
the Slash phase, for each Villain, the active play-
er who is playing the Villain chooses which value 
and which color the Extra has. The Extra can-
not have more than one color and more than 
one value. Only an existing color can be chosen 
(blue, purple, red or yellow). Only an existing 
value can be chosen (1 to 7).
The Extra earns one point if Slashed, as any 
other Actor.
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